English Translation:
“And another outstanding young cellist…”
The 18-year-old Chinese-Canadian cellist Bryan Cheng and his sister Silvie, six
years his elder, have been playing together for 13 years and have been known
as the Cheng² Duo (Cheng Squared Duo) since 2011. Their Audite CD
'Violoncelle Français' begins with an often very introverted and poetic, but in
general extremely imaginative and personal interpretation of the cello sonata by
Claude Debussy. Most interpreters don’t play Debussy’s feeling with such
audacity as this duo does, and not so often does one truly hear the expression of
this sonata's experimentality, in which Debussy expressed his rage toward
Germans as well as his body which was weakened by cancer. At the same time,
the often surprising tempo changes and the jarring entries always sound beautiful
and refined. The exceptional French quality which Debussy had in mind (he
noted that he saw this work as an affirmation of French culture and as evidence
that not even 30 million 'Boches' could destroy the French spirit) is very present.
Three cantabile Fauré pieces lead to César Franck's sonata, which is an
arrangement authorized by the composer of the violin sonata by the cellist Jules
Delsart. On his brightly-timbred cello, which certainly matches the lyrical
fundamental understanding of the young 'cello singer', Bryan Cheng focuses
more on the cantabile than on the passion of the music. Thus a more serene
version of this sonata comes into being.
With two lollipops, the Allegro Appassionato and the unavoidable ‘Swan' of
Camille Saint-Saëns, this thoroughly interesting CD comes to an end, on which
sister Silvie always gladly gives her young brother Bryan precedence, as
ultimately one has the foremost impression that one has heard a very
extraordinary cellist. Our time is really, as Bryan's colleague Pablo Ferrandez
says, a golden age for cellists.
Highly eloquent performances of a French program with two sonatas and
some lollipops. Besides a very serene version of the Franck Sonata, it is
especially a striking account of Debussy’s Sonata that shows the talent of
the Canadian Cheng² Duo. With long heartfully rendered singing lines
Bryan Cheng gives us proof of the often-heard assertion that the cello
sounds more like the human voice than any other instrument.

